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A COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL APPROACH

AND LANDING DATA FOR A SIMULATOR STUDY OF

AN EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP STOL AIRCRAFT

By David B. Middleton and Hugh P. Bergeron

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A fixed-base piloted simulation study has been made of typical landing approaches

with an externally blown flap STOL aircraft to ascertain a realistic dispersion of param-

eter values at both the flare window and touchdown. Standard aircraft-type instrumenta-

tion was used and six levels of stability and control augmentation were tested during a

total of 60 approaches (10 at each level). Only the longitudinal control problem was con-

sidered in detail; thus, the simulated approaches began with the aircraft already on the

localizer. The primary results of the study included the following:

(1) The glide slope could be acquired and tracked with any of the six control systems

tested. The best results, however, were obtained when using the three systems which

possessed automatic speed control (AUTOSPEED).

(2) Relatively poor touchdown conditions were achieved with all except the most

fully augmented control system. This system included both AUTOSPEED and "pitch hold."

Pitch control was a particular problem when these two features were missing.

These results are derived from analysis of the simulation data which have been com-

piled in a detached supplement. This supplement contains computer printouts of the flare-

window and touchdown conditions for all 60 runs and is available upon request from the

Flight Dynamics and Control Division, Langley Research Center.

INTRODUCTION

The pilot's task of maintaining precise control of a short take-off and landing (STOL)

aircraft during steep-approach landings is generally more difficult than with a similar

size conventional take-off and landing (CTOL) aircraft. Inherent control difficulties arise

from the combination of relatively high inertia, low landing speed, and short flaring time

(proportionally shorter as the glide-slope angle is steepened). The problem is further

aggravated by the so-called "negative ground effects" (lift losses due to air recirculation
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as aircraft nears the runway). To be assured of passenger acceptance, however, the

STOL landings must be no less comfortable or safe than present CTOL landings.

Improved information display systems to aid the STOL pilot in more precise

landing control are presently being developed and evaluated. References 1 and 2 are

fixed-base simulation studies describing the flight characteristics and some display for-

mats used in an externally blonm flap STOL aircraft. The present study is a continuation

of this work. In particular, this simulation was used to examine the control problems

during the approach and flare maneuvers. The throttle was used as the primary control

for both speed and flare. Reference 3 is an analytical study to investigate the information

and display requirements for adequate control of STOL landings. The analysis in refer-

ence 3 combines human-response theory with optimal control and estimation theory to

predict the landing performance (statistically) of a STOL aircraft. The predicted values

are then compared with fixed-base simulation values. Only the longitudinal control prob-

lem is considered in detail, and, in particular, system values at flare initiation and at

touchdown are used to make the primary comparisons. (System values at flare initiation

are referred to as "flare-window conditions.")

This report presents a compilation and analysis of the fixed-base simulation data

used in reference 3. Even though final flare and touchdown are not normally accomplished

solely on instruments, the present tests investigated this technique.

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

In order to facilitate international usage of the data presented, dimensional quantities

are presented in both the International System of Units (SI) and U.S. Customary Units.
The measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

CD  drag coefficient

CL lift coefficient

Cm pitching-moment coefficient

c mean aerodynamic chord, meters (feet)

fl f2f 3 forward, middle, and rearward segments, respectively, of the wing flaps

H altitude, meters (feet)
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IX Iy,I Z  moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes, respectively,
kilogram-meters 2 (slug-feet 2 )

IXZ product of inertia, kilogram-meters 2 (slug-feet 2 )

K system gain

s Laplace operator

Tbias thrust change (calculated) required to change flight path from level flight

(at 75 knots) to one parallel (descending) to glide slope, newtons

(pounds force)

Tc commanded thrust, newtons (pounds force)

AT = (Thrust - Tc), newtons (pounds force)

VA airspeed, knots

x distance down runway measured from threshold, meters (feet)

6 f1' 6 f2 f3 deflection of fl f2, and f3 , respectively, deg

Ezh glide-slope error measured vertically, meters (feet)

a standard deviation

T time constant, seconds

Dots over symbols denote differentiation with respect to time.

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATED AIRCRAFT

A three-view drawing of the high-wing, high-horizontal-tail STOL aircraft simulated

in this study is shown in figure 1 along with assumed full-scale mass and dimensional

characteristics. Corresponding maximum control-surface deflections and deflection rates

are given in table I. The nondimensional aerodynamic characteristics for this aircraft

were obtained from the wind-tunnel data curves of references 4 and 5. The ground effects
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TABLE I.- RANGE OF CONTROL-SURFACE DEFLECTIONS

AND MAXIMUM DEFLECTION RATES

Maximum Maximum
Control surface deflection deflection

angle, rate,
deg deg/sec

Horizontal tail ±10 50

Trailing-edge flap 0 to 90 5

Spoilers 0 to 60 50

Aileron ±20 50

Rudder ±40 50

(changes in CL, CD, and Cm) used in this report were determined from the data curves

of reference 6.

Four commercial high-bypass-turbofan engines which generate a combined maxi-

mum thrust of approximately 147 058 N (33 060 lbf) were assumed. The engine charac-

teristics are presented in reference 2. The engines were pod-mounted to the underside

of the wings and canted so that the exhaust impinged directly onto the trailing-edge flap

system (see fig. 2) when deployed for landing.

The wing incorporated blown leading-edge flaps (see ref. 2), which were

deflected 6 0 0, and full-span, triple-slotted trailing-edge flaps, which were set at

6 fl/'f2/6 f3 = 250/100/600 for the approach and landing condition. A drawing of the flap
assemblies is shown in figure 2. The first two chordwise elements, fl and f2 , were

fixed at 250 and 100, respectively, but the third chordwise element f3 was implemented

for active control (operating about the 6f3 = 600 reference position). An automatic

speed control function was achieved by deflecting all six f 3 elements (three on each wing)

symmetrically.

Even though roll and yaw control were seldom required in this study, the STOL air-

craft configuration included implementation for the middle f 3 elements on each wing to

be deflected differentially for aileron roll control and for top-wing spoilers (see fig. 2) to

be geared to these ailerons to produce additional roll control. The rudder could be

deflected up to ±400 for yaw control.

The elevator flaps on the horizontal tail were fixed at a 500 up-angle for primary

pitch trim of the STOL in the high-lift landing configuration. Then the entire horizontal
tail was servo-driven from the column or pitch-trim button to achieve active pitch

control.
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The simulation was performed on the Langley Real-time Dynamic Simulator (RDS).

A photograph of the simulator is shown in figure 3. Figure 4 shows an inside view of the

simulated STOL cockpit.

TEST PROGRAM AND DATA

The primary purpose of the test program was to determine a realistic range of

flare-window and touchdown conditions for a medium-range STOL aircraft. The final

approaches were made at approximately 75 knots on a 60 glide slope. Short time his-

tories of selected parameters just prior to the flare maneuver and the touchdown values

for 60 simulated instrument landing approaches are compiled in a supplement which can

be obtained from the Flight Dynamics and Control Division, Langley Research Center.

An example of the data format presented in the supplement is given in the appendix.

Three primary control configurations - designated BASIC, BASIC + SAS, and

FULL AUGMENTATION - were each simulated with and without automatic speed control

(AUTOSPEED); thus, the simulation included six systems. The BASIC configuration con-

tained no stability augmentation system (SAS). The column, wheel, and rudders were

programed as position-command devices for pitch, lateral, and directional control,

respectively. When the aircraft assumed the high-lift externally blown flap configuration

for the landing approach, the elevators were fixed at a 500 up-angle for gross pitch trim;

the column then commanded movement of the entire horizontal tail for active pitch con-

trol. Vernier pitch trim was achieved also by repositioning the entire tail. The wheel

commanded top-wing spoilers for "normal" roll control; however, if a spoiler (right or

left) deflected more than 300, the rearmost elements of the inboard flaps deflected differ-

entially (as ailerons). This deflection was proportional to the continued deflection of the

spoiler so that the ailerons reached their ±200 limits at the same time that the spoiler

reached its 600 limit. The pedals controlled the rudder.

The "BASIC + SAS" system consisted of the BASIC system with a SAS system

added. The SAS included both longitudinal and lateral-directional augmentation. The

longitudinal SAS consisted of pitch damping and decoupling (namely, automatic reposi-

tioning of the horizontal tail to preclude pitch changes due to changes in thrust, flaps,

spoilers, and roll angle). The lateral-directional augmentation described in reference 2

was operational in the present study but seldom became active.

The FULL AUGMENTATION system consisted of a modified SAS which provided

well-damped responses to pilot inputs with the column (or pitch trim button) and inherent

pitch stability (that is, "pitch hold") when no pilot inputs were made. The lateral-

directional part of this system was again available in the present study but seldom became
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active. Each of these systems was developed and optimized during the reference 2 study.
(They are described in detail in appendix B of ref. 2.)

All the test runs were started with the aircraft in level flight at 121.9 meters

(400 feet) altitude, trimmed for final landing approach, stabilized on the localizer and

about to intercept the glide slope. The piloting task was to (1) capture the glide slope,
(2) track it to the designated flare-initiation altitude of 16.2 meters (53 feet), and
(3) then flare to a "soft" touchdown within a 137.2-meter (450-foot) section of the runway
(beginning at the glide-slope intercept with the runway). The throttles were the primary

control for flare.

The primary instrument for each of the runs was the conventional cross-pointer-

type flight director shown in figure 5. The information displayed on it during this study
falls into three groups: attitude, situation, and command. The attitude group consists
of the horizon line, pitch and roll attitude sphere, miniature airplane symbol, and roll-
attitude pointer. The situation group consists of a glide-slope pointer, expanded localizer
pointer, and the radio altitude bar. The command group consists of the pair of flight
director bars. (The other functions on this instrument were inactive.) Additional infor-
mation displays included an altimeter, flap meter, airspeed meter, angle-of-attack meter,
and rate-of-climb meter.

The principal instrumentation included pitch angle, radio altitude, and the horizontal
command bar. The command bar was specially programed to give thrust-command
information for tracking the glide slope by using only the throttles prior to the flare
maneuver. A block diagram showing the generated thrust-command signal is presented
in figure 6. Upon reaching the prescribed flare altitude of 16.2 meters (53 feet), the bar
became useless for tracking the glide slope. To improve the precision of initiating the
flares, a pair of small lights located above the altimeter was provided; the first lit at
17.8 meters (58 feet) altitude as a warning cue and the second lit at 16.2 meters
(53 feet) as the initiation cue.

Additional ground rules required that the aircraft land on every approach; that is,
no "go-arounds" were permitted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The complete longitudinal data from all six groups of runs designated groups A, B,
C, D, E, and F have been compiled and are contained in the previously mentioned supple-
ment. An example of the supplement data is presented in the appendix. Ten parameters
were used in establishing sets of typical "flare window" conditions for STOL aircraft
landing under the range of conditions simulated. In addition, the touchdown values of five
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of these parameters were analyzed and are presented in this report. In the tables that

follow, the 10 parameters are listed by their common names.

TABLE II.- FLARE-WINDOW CONDITIONS

[Upper value of each pair is mean value and lower value is standard deviation]

(a) SI Units

Distance 1Altitude, Sink rate, Airspeed, from Glide-slope Longitudinal Normal Pitch Pitch Angle of

Group meters m/sec m/sec threshold, error, acceleration, acceleration, angle, rate, attack,

meters meters g units g units deg deg/sec deg

A* 17.22 -4.17 38.58 -38.39 1.51 0.0358 0.9996 2.05 0.597 8.20
.26 .06 .01 4.60 .38 .0065 .0007 .37 1.374 .43

B* 17.9 -4.13 38.59 -46.19 0.57 0.0297 1.0018 1.70 0.030 7.81
.33 .10 .02 5.85 .38 .0106 .0016 .601 .030 .61

C* 17.00 -4.08 38.57 -43.46 0.77 0.0386 0.9994 2.22 0.010 8.26
.34 .08 .02 5.02 .36 .0085 .0014 .49 .023 .46

D 17.19 -3.96 38.46 -35.13 1.73 -0.0661 1.0013 -3.96 -0.031 1.90
.27 .45 1.41 18.66 1.71 .0122 .0235 .96 .320 1.03

E 17.16 -3.92 38.31 -38.15 1.38 -0.0631 1.0035 -3.68 0.178 2.15
.33 .25 1.05 14.15 1.31 .0083 .0080 .82 .279 .62

F 17.08 -3.98 38.32 -38.32 1.38 -0.0650 0.9972 -3.92 -0.000 2.00
.26 .10 .43 5.01 .53 .0032 .0040 .17 .008 .19

Reference 17.07 -4.03 38.64 -48.50 =0 0 =1.000 ---- =0 ---
run

(b) U.S. Customary units

Distance Glide-slope Longitudinal Normal Pitch Pitch Angle of
Altitude, Sink rate, Airspeed, from Glide-slope Longitudinal

Group feet ft/sec ft/sec ink rate, Airseed, fro error, acceleration, acceleration, angle, rate, attack,
feet feet g units g units deg deg/sec deg

A* 56.48 -13.67 126.56 -125.94 4.96 0.0358 0.9996 2.05 0.597 8.20
.84 .21 .02 15.10 1.25 .0065 .0007 .371 1.374 .43

B* 56.40 -13.55 126.61 -151.55 1.87 0.0297 1.0018 1.70 0.030 7.81
1.07 .34 .06 19.20 1.25 .0106 .0016 .60 .030 .61

C* 55.78 -13.40 126.55 -142.58 2.51 0.0386 0.9994 2.22 0.010 8.26
1.11 .26 .05 16.47 1.18 .0085 .0014 .49 .023 .46

D 56.40 -12.99 126.18 -115.25 5.67 -0.0661 1.0013 -3.96 -0.031 1.90
.89 1.49 4.62 61.22 5.62 .0122 .0235 .9 6  .320 1.03

E 56.29 -12.86 125.70 -125.16 4.53 -0.0631 1.0035 -3.68 0.178 2.15
1.09 .82 3.45 46.44 4.31 .0083 .0080 .82 .279 .62

F 56.03 -13.06 125.73 -125.73 4.54 -0.0650 0.9972 -3.92 -0.000 2.00
.86 .33 1.41 16.43 1.74 .0032 .0040 .17 .008 .19

Reference 56 -13.23 126.77 -159.13 =0 0 1.000 ---- =0 ---
run

*AUTOSPEED used.
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TABLE III.- TOUCHDOWN CONDITIONS

[Upper value of each pair is mean value and lower value is standard deviation]

Sink rate Airspeed Distancefrom threshold Normal Pitch
Group acceleration, angle,

m/sec ft/sec m/sec ft/sec meters feet g units deg

A* -0.94 -3.10 38.74 127.09 212.51 697.20 1.0527 1.70
.52 1.70 .02 .06 125.16 410.62 .0513 .50

B* -1.56 -5.12 38.77 127.19 175.10 574.46 1.0424 0.40
.37 1.23 .04 .14 85.99 282.12 .0649 1.56

C* -1.12 -3.69 38.79 127.28 167.25 548.71 1.0135 0.22
.45 1.47 .04 .12 40.75 133.70 .0738 1.52

D -1.96 -6.42 38.59 126.61 229.99 754.55 1.0960 -1.96
.91 3.00 1.94 6.36 142.02 465.94 .1370 3.88

E -1.55 -5.07 37.85 124.18 184.07 603.91 1.0437 1.25
.64 2.11 1.83 6.01 71.61 234.95 .1240 4.27

F -1.58 -5.18 35.46 116.34 277.34 909.90 0.9849 3.90
1.11 3.65 4.29 14.07 161.25 529.03 .0743 2.55

Reference =0 =0 38.64 126.77 =213.36 <700 =1.0700 =2run

*AUTOSPEED used.

The flare-window conditions are listed in table II in terms of mean values and
standard deviations (o's) of the 10 parameters mentioned above. The data samples were
taken from the print intervals (see appendix) in which the altitude is nearest to 17.1 meters
(56 feet) or about 0.9 meter (3 feet) above the nominal flare altitude selected for the
study. Mean values and standard deviations of five of the parameters at touchdown were
also computed; these values appear in table III. Then as a basis for comparison, a refer-
ence (nonerror) landing trajectory was computed and values of pertinent parameters were
determined for the flare window and touchdown. These values are included at the bottom
of tables II and III. No reference values are listed for pitch angle 0 or angle of
attack a because the pitch attitude is an arbitrary choice of the pilot, within a small
range. However, it was suggested that a target value of 08 20 be used for touchdown
to insure that the main landing gear contacts the runway prior to the nose gear (simultan-
eous contact occurs for 0 z 10).

The following general observations are made with respect to the flare-window
results of table II:
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(a) The mean values and standard deviations are generally near nominal for all six

groups of data. The primary exceptions are in distance from threshold and glide-slope

error. The pilot tended to bias all his trajectories above the glide slope and consequently

his aircraft was closer to the runway threshold than nominal when it reached the flare win-

dow. Another exception is the pitching rate 6 for group A. In this case, the AUTOSPEED

system (for the wing flaps) interacted rather actively with the command augmentation sys-

tem which was continuously attempting to correct the pitch angle to values established by

the "pitch hold" feature of command system. Possibly, more compatible dual-system

gains could have been determined, but the two systems worked together effectively as

tested.

(b) The three groups of runs with AUTOSPEED appear to have generally better

values (closer to reference) than the groups without AUTOSPEED. For example, the pilot

was able (or willing) to track the glide slope consistently closer when he had AUTOSPEED.

Also, he was able to establish his touchdown attitude (0 = 20) prior to reaching the flare

window, whereas without AUTOSPEED he had to hold 0 at a down angle to maintain air-

speed (at the 600 flap setting) and then pitch up about 50 or 60 during the throttle-controlled

flare.

The touchdown data are not nearly as good or consistent as the window data. This

trend was not unexpected, partly because of the study requirement to make the landings

(including touchdown) totally on instruments. Reference to table III shows that the sink

rates at touchdown were considered to be high (unsatisfactory for the non-AUTOSPEED

runs), the airspeeds were near nominal (as expected) for the AUTOSPEED runs but rather

scattered for the non-AUTOSPEED runs, the ranges were widely scattered for all sets,
and the touchdown attitude varied from satisfactory to unacceptable (nose-wheel-first

landings). In fact, the only consistently good touchdown attitudes occurred in groups A

and F where command systems having the "pitch hold" feature were used.

Only 60 runs were made in the test program and all were included in the averages.

Possibly several runs should have been omitted because they were nontypical. For

example, if the pilot overflared badly, drastic action was necessary to set the aircraft

down, because as mentioned earlier, he did not have the option to go around. One such

example (run 55 in the supplement) is evidenced by a low airspeed (VA = 24.4 m/sec

(80 ft/sec)) and a high pitch angle (80) at touchdown. If this run is removed from group F,
then the 9-run average for range becomes a more respectable 229.35 meters (752.47 feet)

and r drops to 57.84 meters (189.76 feet). Other overflares which normally would

result in "go-arounds" occurred in runs 5, 8, 10, 32, 44, and 53. (See supplement.)

This study did not present a strict statistical analysis of the data. However, as an

alternative, the following longitudinal criteria were applied to each run to establish

whether it resulted in a "satisfactory" touchdown:
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(a) I between 0 and -1.5 m/sec (-5 ft/sec)

(b) 0 greater than 10

(c) x between 76 and 213 meters (250 and 700 feet)

A satisfactory touchdown must satisfy all three conditions. The results for each group

are listed under the "Primary" column of table IV. The value "5" for group A indicates

that 5 of the 10 runs resulted in satisfactory touchdowns. Similarly, the 11 (total

successes) indicates that only 11 of the 60 total runs ended with a satisfactory touch-

down. Of these 11 runs, only 3 occurred with the reduced augmentation systems.

TABLE IV.- NUMBER OF RUNS ENDING WITH

"SATISFACTORY" TOUCHDOWNS

Group Augmentation Successes
system Primary Secondary

A FULL* 5 7

B BASIC + SAS* 0 2

C BASIC* 1 3

D BASIC 0 1

E BASIC + SAS 2 2

F FULL 3 5

Total ---------- 11 20

*AUTOSPEED used.

A second look at the data was taken to determine whether some touchdowns just

missed being "satisfactory" because one of the three parameters was marginal. The
following relaxed criterion values were used during this observation:

(a) H between 0 and -1.8 m/sec (-6 ft/sec)

(b) 0 greater than 00

(c) x between 76 and 305 meters (250 and 1000 feet)

The results are listed under the "Secondary" column of table IV. The total success score
improves to 20, with one new run qualifying because of the relaxed I value and 4 runs
each because of the relaxed x and 0 values.

In summary, the results in tables II, III, and IV indicate that fairly consistent flare-
window conditions can be achieved with any of the stability and control systems tested,
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but generally undesirable touchdown conditions result with all except the "FULL

AUGMENTATION" system (including AUTOSPEED). This general situation points to the

need for improved flaring techniques, better information displays, or part-to-full auto-

mation of the flare maneuver. It should be noted, however, that the flare was done under

instrument flight rule (IFR) conditions to obtain data for the model in reference 4. Thus,

if a good visual scene had been present, the touchdown conditions might have been different.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A fixed-base simulation study of an instrument flight rule (IFR) approach and

landing has been made to determine and compile data for a realistic range of flare-

window and touchdown conditions for a typical medium-range STOL aircraft on 60 -glide-

slope flying at approximately 75 knots. The data are presented in a supplement and a

sample is included herein as an appendix. Only the longitudinal control problem was con-

sidered in detail; therefore, the approach began with the aircraft on the center line of the

localizer and no lateral disturbances were introduced. The following conclusions were

drawn from the results of the simulated landings:

1. The glide slope can be acquired and adequately tracked by using any of the sta-

bility and control systems tested. Even though most parameter values were near nominal

as the aircraft reached the flare window, improvement was attained as the degree of sta-

bility and control augmentation was increased. The most significant improvement came

with the addition of AUTOSPEED.

2. The pilot tracked the glide slope in a conservative manner with each of the con-

trol systems tested. That is, he biased his trajectories slightly above the glide slope and

thus displaced the flare maneuver farther down the runway.

3. Relatively poor touchdown conditions were achieved except for the most fully

augmented stability and control systems. These poor conditions resulted primarily from

the variability of the flare maneuvers. (The flare-window conditions were consistently

near nominal.)

4. Pitch control was a problem during the runs having neither AUTOSPEED nor

"pitch hold." The problem was most acute during the flare maneuver because the pilot

had to divide his attention between a thrust program and pitching the aircraft from approx-

imately -40 to 20. (The down angle was required for speed control with the selected flap

setting.) The problem was further compounded near touchdown by the pitch-down moment

due to the negative ground effects. When AUTOSPEED was used, the 20 (desired pitch

angle for touchdown) pitch angle could be established prior to flare initiation. When

"pitch hold" was also added, pitch control became an easy task and the pilot could concen-

trate on the thrust program.
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5. The results suggest that if this aircraft were expected to fly under the conditions
tested, frequent go-arounds would occur.

Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., January 25, 1974.
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APPENDIX

FLARE-WINDOW AND TOUCHDOWN DATA

Two excerpts from the data printouts of one of the 60 simulation runs are included

in this appendix. The first excerpt consists of short time histories (six data arrays at

0.25-second intervals) of parameter values as the subject STOL aircraft approaches the

selected altitude for flare initiation (16.2 meters (53 feet)). The array for the sixth inter-

val (that is, the printout for the interval just prior to reaching the flare initiation altitude)

is herein designated "flare-window conditions." The five preceding intervals are included

to permit potential users of the data to select flare-window conditions for flare maneuvers

initiated at higher altitudes. The second excerpt from each run consists of the data array

at touchdown or the "touchdown conditions."

The format for the printout arrays (in terms of the computer-program names of the

parameters) is as follows:

DELC DOLLT BDP
THRUST DCPM

AX DELT OCLF3

TF-TAOD Jr
FPSZ ELRM HODT AN ALPHA

GAMMA EPSZH ZHRM HT X
CLTCT UA WA CAPVA

T THR VCLTS

This format was developed for a more general study; thus, a number of irrelevant

program names have been deleted. However, the associated parameter values (jhostly

zeros) have not been deleted from the data arrays on the pages that follow. (In the defi-

nitions of the program names only the U.S. Customary Units are included because the

parameter values in the data printouts (on the following pages) are only given in such

units.) The program names remaining in the preceding format are defined as follows:

DELC control-column deflection, positive for pull force, degrees

THE TAD pitch angle, degrees

EPSZ glide-slope error, degrees

T time, seconds

DELLT longitudinal-trim controller, degrees

THRUST thrust, pounds-force

QD pitch rate, deg/sec
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APPENDIX - Continued

EZRM root mean square of EPSZ, beginning at glide-slope capture

GAMMA flight-path angle, degrees

CLTOT lift coefficient (CL)

THR VOLTS sum of outputs of the four throttles, volts x 0.01

DCRM root mean square of DELC, beginning at glide-slope capture

AX longitudinal acceleration of aircraft, g units

HDOT altitude rate, ft/sec

EPSZH glide-slope error (in vertical direction), feet

UA component of aerodynamic velocity of airplane in direction of its longitudinal
axis, ft/sec

AN normal acceleration of aircraft, g units

ZHRM root mean square of EPSZH, beginning at glide-slope capture

DELT horizontal-tail deflection, positive when trailing edge is deflected down,
degrees

HT altitude, feet

WA component of aerodynamic velocity of aircraft in direction of its normal
axis, ft/sec

BDP thrust-command signal to horizontal command bar of flight director,
volts x 0.01

DELF3 deflection angle of rearward segment of wing flaps from 600, positive when
flap deflection greater than 600, degrees

ALPHA angle of attack, degrees

X distance down runway from threshold, feet

CAPVA aerodynamic velocity of aircraft (also used for airspeed), ft/sec
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APPENDIX - Concluded

GROUP A; "FULL" AUGMENTATION WITH AUTOSPEED; RUN 1

FLARE-WINDOW CONDITIONS:

0. -2.384 C210E+00 0. 0. 0 -3.587089S0-02

0. 1.35A6E2IEC' C. 1.23750000E 01 0. 0.

0. -3. P7015Ce8-02 3.10492397F-C2 0. -3.e5226674E+CO -C.61415B 8E+00

0. C. C. 0. 0. 0.

L.77722266E+00 1.46EEC42F-C4 0. 0. 0. C.

4. 9004395E-01 2.44C!41CE_-C1 -1.35144t5
E
401 9.Q99579102-01 0. 7.86'1354'9 00

0. -6C8651283E4C 4.68636E764C0 5.34366383E+00 7.25836327F01 -2.e2180443E02

0. 3.'1224691E+CC 1.25381525E4C2 0. 1.73180656E+01 1.26571886E+02

3.75000000E+01 -1.2337C361E4CC

0. -2.3845C21CE+C0 0 0. 0. -3.53011924E-02

0. 1.35 E6241EC4 0. 1.23750000E+01 0. 0.

1. -3. t311924E-C2 3.10452562E-C2 0. -3.86217381F400 -C.61387483E+00

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C.

L.77725860E+00 1.4Cq12124E-C4 0. 0.0. 0.

5.21162143E-01 2.485C3536E-C1 -1.35139607E4C1 9.99577573E-01 0. -°539b060300

0. -6.CE662CC4CC 4.61486102EC0 5.53386495E 00 6.93050741F+01 -2.5131F834E+02

0. 3.41223012E+C( 1.253817E6E4C2 C. 1.731767CSE+C1 1.265720Q0E+02

3.77500000E+01 -1.23364258E4CC

0. -2.3849C210F+CO 0. 0. 0. -3.48972523F-02

P. 1.-55(241E+C4 0. 1.237500009+01 0. 0.

0. -3.48q12523E-02 3.10421719F-C2 0. -3.862C'5E78+CC -. 613724385*00

0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0.

1.777293485+00 1.3765649F-C 0 0 0 C.

5.47434021E-Cl 2.54151303E-01 -1.35134E43EC1 9.995747+9E-01 0. '.86375138E+00

0. -6.CF845750E+CC 4.543488C5FCO 5.52357959E+00 6.55266361E01 -2.5I8E11659+02

0. 3.41221135E40C 1.253e2CCSE1402 0. 1.731727;7E5OL 1.26572256E+02

3.8C000000E*01 -1.23316465F+CC

0. -2.384SC21CE+00 0. 0. 0. -3.43803739E-02

0. 1.3596241804 0. 1.23750000-+01 0. 0.

0. -3.4399373 E-02 3.10371CC78-C2 0. -3.86197629E+00 -9.61320775E.00

0. C, C. 0. 0. C.

1.77732779E+00 1.36124455F-C' 0. 0. 0. 0.

5,77489 63E-01 2.57F1C194E-CI -1.35130225FCl 9.Q5748300-0 0. 7.93567850+00

0. -6.(e8624CC6E-0C 4.47222177E4C0 5.5128335E+00 b.25483155F401 -I.883e6448c 02

0. 3.4122C41F+CC 1.25382191F402 0. 1.73168956E+01 1.26-723855+02

3.825000005401 -1.2337C361E+0C

0. -2.3245C21CE+CC 0. 0. 0. -3.3Et76936F-02

0. 1.2556241E404 0. 1.23750000E+01 0. 0.

0. -3. 3W 3tF-02 3. 1036201E-C2 0. -3.861901CEE+0C -9.61341365'+00

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

1.77735947ECC 1. 18353'
6 F

-C4 0. 0. 0. C.

6.12205085E-C1 2.E6156663F-01 -1.35125153*01 9.09569417E-01 0. 7.86340529- 00

0. -6.ce5C45,1ICC 4.40108013F0CO 5.501651069+00 5.91751070C4C1 -1.56521686E02

0. 3.41217881E40C 1.25382366F402 0. 1.73165573E401 1.265725129+02

3.850000CC0501 -1.233EE672E+CC

0. -2.3849C21CE5CC C. 0. 0. -3.33320580C-02

0. 1. 3566241F+04 C. 1.23750000F+01 0. 0.

0. -3.332C5CE-C2 3. 1035654EF-C2 0. -3.861839CCE+00 -p.61364051E+00

0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0.

1.77738770E00 j.C5747144[-04 0. 0. 0. 0.

6.52749CC2E-01 2.7131261F-Cl -1.35122C91f+CI 9.99553747E-01 0. .8At3249 5+00

0. -6.( E 61F4E+0C 4.330C0491F4
C
O 5.49005496E+00 5.5792C007+01 -1.2545688

l9+02
0. 3.41215465F+00 1.2538216EC2 0. 1.73162307E+01 1.26572616E+02

3.97500COOE0+0 -1.2338ef72F+CC

TOUCHDOWN CONDITIONS:

0. -2.3849C21CE+CC 0. 0. 0. -1.41756355;600

0. 2.260651720+C4 0. 1.23750000E+01 0. 0.

0. -1.4175t3961 00 3.00930930E-02 0. -. 898e59131E+00 -2.739345215+00

0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0.

I.3978862E100 6.52255238F-G2 0 0. 0. C.

I1.35C7 186E+02 4.87138C72EC1 -1.30946523E00 1.04943753E+00 0. 2.OC275716E+00

O. -6.C487C056e-01 3.03154324A01 7.55062049E+00 1.19823390E+01 5.38601225F+02

.0. 3.56742634ECO 1.27113441E+02 0. 4.44500642E+00 1.27191135E+02

4.4G0000001 -2.C581549E+CC
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Weight, N (Ibf) 245 096 (55 i00)

Wing area, m2 (ft2 ) 78 (843)

Wing span, m (ft) 24 (78)

Wing Spoiler
Mean aerodynamic chord, c, m (ft)3.58 (11.74)

Center-of-gravity location, percent c 40 29

IX, kg-m 2 (slug-ft2 ) 331 103 (244 212)8835. 0.

Iy, kg-m 2 (slug-ft2 ) 334 637 (246 819) 2830
2.66 (8.73)

IZ, kg-m 2 (slug-ft2 ) 625 677 (461 482) 5.081666)

IXZ , kg-m
2 (slug-ft

2 ) 27 690 (20 423)

11.88 1(38. 97)

4.95(16.231) 37

3. 50 16. 89 (55.42)

23.77 (78.00) 24.12 (79.13

Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of simulated airplane. All linear dimensions are in meters (feet).
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Wing spoiler
S / Flap spoiler

Wing chord line - Forward segment (fl)

fl e - _ - Middle segment (f2

Leading-edge flap

Parallel to -- Rearward segment (f )

Engine _ longitudinal axis

f3

Figure 2.- Flap assembly and engine pylon detail. fl/ 6 f2/6 f3 = 250/100/600.



i STO L

- °~~ ~ .... .!cckpit

.................. .. .. . ..... .. .. M-n

carrig .iag

tra rac

STOL cockpit mounted in the gimbals.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1314 15 16 17 18

1 Autospeed button 7 Flight director 13 Rate of climb

2 Pitch and roll trim 8 Horizontal situation indicator 14 Direct-lift-control wheel

3 6 flap 9 Flare warning light 15 Direct-lift-control meter

4 Airspeed 10 Flare initiation light 16 Thrust trim lights

5 Angle of attack 11 Touchdown light 17 Engine instruments

6 Sideslip 12 Altimeter 18 Throttles

L-71-9874

Figure 4.- Pilot's view of cockpit interior.



PITCH AND ROLL ROLL
ATTITUDE ATTITUDE MINIMUM DECISION

SPHERE POINTER ALTITUDE LIGHTGO DIAL
AROUND SCALE

OR ALERT
LIGHT

BEZEL FLIGHT
ASSEMBLY DIRECTOR OR

_INSTRUMENT
GYRO OR LANDING SYSTEM

ATTITUDE WARNING FLAG
WARNING

FLAG-- ATT ILS

F o MINIATURE
AIRPLANE

HORIZON I I II \o I SYMBOL
LINE 

COMMAND -- GLIDE
INDICATOR SLOPE

SPEED POINTER
COMMAND

WARNING 2 HT RADIO
FLAG ALTITUDE

FLIGHT 
BAR

DIRECTOR TEST
BARS RATE OF TURN

RADIO ALTITUDt
OR GLIDE SLOPE
WARNING FLAG

SELF EXPANDED RATE OF INCLINOMETER TRIM KNOB
TEST LOCALIZER TURN

SWITCH POINTER POINTER

Figure 5.- Flight director and attitude indicator.
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TS + 1 Glide-slope
Ezh K25 s +1 command

6 bar

T 7 s +

bias, 1

K25 = 2.64 kN/m (181 Ibf/ft)

T5 = 3.33 sec

T6 = 0.4 sec

T7 = 10 sec

Figure 6.- Flight director command bar signal (glide-slope channel).
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